
Figure 1: WSOD vs FSOD

Figure 2: Proposed one-stage detection pipeline: A classifier made up of a CNN backbone, followed by a GAP layer and a classification head with multiple FC layers is used to
extract feature maps from an image. GradCAM++ backpropagates the predicted class scores to the final convolutional layer for each class to obtain the CAMs represented as
heatmaps. The heatmaps are segmented and contour detection is used to extract the locations of the objects.

Figure 3: Proposed architecture for FPN Classifier: The ResNet50 backbone
serves as a bottom-up pathway encoding the image into feature maps across
five modules. The top down pathway upsamples the resulted low resolution
feature maps and aggregates them with the corresponding bottom-up
pathway maps via lateral connections. One of the resulting feature maps
containing spatial and semantic information is passed through a 1 x 1
convolution, followed by a 7 x 7 GAP layer and 3 FC layers used for classification.

Figure 4: Proposed two stage detection pipeline: The one stage weakly supervised
object detector is used to generate pseudo bounding boxes for the training set. A fully
supervised Faster-RCNN is then trained and used to make predictions.

Figure 5: Comparison between the detection and pin pointing performance between the different backbone classifiers used for ORT on images of the
VOC 2007 test set. Each column contains the original image with the ground truth bounding boxes in green, the predicted bounding boxes in red, the
predicted pin points in blue and the heatmap generated with GradCAM++. The FPN-based models manage to detect more of the objects,
compared to the VGG16 that mainly looks at the most discriminative parts. The deeper feature maps in the FPN detect more fine-grained
features and have a less uniform aspect.

How to train a deep learned object detector without needing to label position
information by exploiting heatmap based explainability methods?
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Table 1: Object Detection results with mAP@50 on VOC 2007. Weakly
supervised models are outperformed by the fully supervised detector,
struggling most with multi instance and multi class images. The two
stage method boosts the performance of the one stage models.

Table 3: Comparison between the inference time (in seconds) of the proposed weakly supervised models,
SOTA weakly supervised MIL-based model (PCL) and two stage (Faster RCNN) and one stage (YOLOv3)
fully supervised detectors. ORT achieves near real-time inference, being faster than Faster-RCNN.

Table 2: Pin Pointing results with mAP on VOC 2007, where a point is
considered correct if it falls in the ground-truth bounding box. The
proposed models can successfully pin point the general location of
objects, without knowing the objects' locations during training, their
performance being close to the fully supervised detector.
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Incorporating features from shallow layers Two-stage method: WSOD to FSOD

How do different backbone classifiers affect the detection capabilities of ORT?

How does ORT perform across different backbone architectures compared to other object detectors?

Can ORT achieve low inference time?

Bounding Boxes are created with a low segmentation threshold of 20%.
Pin Points are created at the highest activation within the contours obtained with a high segmentation threshold of 50%.
Backbone classifier is trained with Binary Cross-Entropy Loss, which allows for one image to contain multiple class labels.
Two backbone classifier architectures are experimented with: VGG16 and a novel FPN-based classifier.

Object detection is concerned with classifying and localizing objects in an image.
Highly performing object detectors require large training datasets, with class and bounding box
annotations.
Weakly Supervised Object Detection (WSOD) is concerned with training object detectors from
only class labels, as opposed to Fully Supervised Object Detection (FSOD), as in Figure 1.
MIL-based [1] WSOD methods achieve good performance, but have a high computational cost.
CAM-based methods have primarily been studied for Weakly Supervised Object Localization
(WSOL) i.e. images contain a single object. Their lightweight architecture makes them faster
than MIL-based methods.
GradCAM++ [2] is a CAM-based method that can localize where a CNN-based classifier paid
attention to in an image in the form of heatmaps.
Pin Pointing [3] entails indicating the general location of an object with a point.

MIL-based methods have sucesfully been using the Weakly Supervised to
Fully Supervised (WSOD to FSOD) method to increase their performance.
It entails using a weakly supervised detector to generate labels for the
training set and then training a fully supervised detector on these pseudo-
labels.
I use the SOTA fully supervised Faster-RCNN [5] for its robust architecture.

To improve on the performance of the method, features from shallow and
deep layers of the CNN-based backbone can both be incorporated.
While other methods aggregate CAMs computed from different layers, I
propose leveraging the architecture of the backbone classifiers directly, by
using Feature Pyramidal Networks (FPNs) [4].

ORT has reduced capabilities at detecting the full extent of objects with bounding boxes, but it can achieve good pin pointing
performance: 85.6% and 92.6% mAP@50 on the VOC 2007 dataset with the one- and two-stage method respectively
ORT's near real-time inference speed shows potential for real world applications (e.g. robotics, autonomous driving).
ORT is limited by the segmentation thresholds that were the same for every backbone classifier, and would benefit from different
thresholds, especially across the FPN layers.
Improvements in the training strategy and the choice of loss function for the backbone classifier could help it learn more robust
features, with better separation of the classes.
Future research could improve on the bounding box generation with strategies used in FSOD such as Non-Matrix Factorization
(NMS)
The proposed method should be analyzed when using a transformer architecture instead of the simple classifier. In object
detection, transformer based models such as DETR and DINOv2 have reached state-of-the-art, even in self-supervised settings.


